
Literacy Tip:

Provide materials for writing and drawing pictures. Draw pictures with your child and have them tell you all

about their picture. Help your child sign their artwork.

Action Rhyme: The Color I See

Follow the actions, repeat and change the color

Red, red is the color I see

If you're wearing red then show it to me

Stand up

Take a bow

Turn around

And sit back down on the ground

Song & ASL: I Can Sign a Rainbow

Watch the video below and practice the colors in American
Sign Language. Can you do the signs?

https://tinyurl.com/ssjzdj4

Science: Color Mixing

Supplies needed: Vegetable Dyes, Water, Clear

Glasses

Instructions: Make three glass of colored water: Red,

Yellow & Blue

Predict what will happen when you pour two colors into

an empty glass. (Example: Yellow and Blue)

Pour some of the two colors into a new glass.

Did you guess correctly?

Continue with other colors
Dance: The Spectrum Song

Dance to The Spectrum Song from An
Adventure in Color, written by the Sherman

Brothers for Disney's Wonderful World of Color.

https://tinyurl.com/4nn2ekwu

Colors & Rainbows

Game: Little Mouse
Cut out the mouse image above. Then use

colored paper to make different colored
houses. Hide the mouse behind a house and

play with this rhyme.

Little mouse, little mouse
What's your favorite colored house?

Have your child guess until they find the
mouse, then they get to hide it for you to find.

Repeat
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The letter C

Trace the large letter C below.

What sound does the letter C make?

What are some words that start with C?

Bedtime Math

Bedtime Math is a website and an app that gives

you a math problem you can do with your little

one before bed. Their goal is to make math fun and

interesting. Check out their daily math problems

below:

bedtimemath.orgC c
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Can you draw a rainbow?


